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Abstract 
Mulry, P.S., Partial map classifiers and partial cartesian closed categories, Theoretical Computer 
Science 136 (1994) 109-123. 
In this paper we consider two conceptually different categorical approaches to partiality namely 
partial map classifiers { pmcs) with total maps, and partial cartesian closed categories (pcccs) pC with 
partial maps, showing how these approaches are intimately related. While a topos setting enerally 
provides a richer setting for defining possible pmcs and classes of partial maps, conditions are 
derived that determine when pmcs and partial maps can in fact restrict o pC. In this way semantic 
constructs can be interpreted consistently from both approaches. Various examples involving 
domains and cpos are examined as is the connection to Kleisli categories. Finally, it is observed that 
a general categorical framework involving monads arises naturally in this context. 
1. Introduction 
From categories of partial data types and partial maps to categories of partial 
equivalence relations, categorical representations of partiality have played an increas- 
ingly important role in describing the semantics of programming languages [4, 7, 10]. 
In this paper we consider two conceptually different categorical approaches to 
partiality and investigate how they are related. The first and earlier approach utilizes 
generalized partial map classifiers, pmcs, and total maps in a topos setting while the 
second approach introduces additional external structure and the explicit use of 
partial maps to build a partial cartesian closed category, pccc. We show that the two 
approaches are, in fact, intimately related. In the process we generalize the notion of 
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pmc, detail the connection between pcccs and Kleisli categories, and outline a general 
categorical framework for interpreting these results. 
By way of background a program for describing partial computation i a topos was 
initiated in [8,9]. The key development there was the use of refined partial map 
classifiers, defined on various classes of truth values, to define refined notions of 
partiality including partial higher-type objects and partial maps. This approach was 
later applied in conjunction with Kleisli and Eilenberg-Moore categories of algebras 
to provide a categorical basis for the description of partial data types [-10]. For 
example, known reflections and coreflections on semantic ategories were shown to be 
special cases of comparison maps for categories of algebras. Also important was the 
work in [-16] where the notion of dominion was defined to describe a general 
framework for partiality. 
In the other direction categories of partial maps have provided an alternative 
categorical setting for describing computation and semantics [14]. In particular, the 
notion of partial cartesian closed category arose by imposing the external structure of 
classes of subobjects and requiring not the full power of the existence of higher types 
but rather only the existence of partial function spaces [-7, 10]. Interestingly, this latter 
notion bore a strong similarity to the notion of partial higher-type object mentioned 
above. 
In this paper we explore the relationship between the two approaches and 
show pmcs play a central role in defining and describing pcccs. The Kleisli category 
for a refined pmc monad on a ccc C, for instance, must be equivalent o a pccc 
while the existence of a pccc, pC, implies the existence of a refined pmc not 
only in a topos but also in C. While the topos setting generally provides a 
richer setting for defining possible pmcs and classes of partial maps, conditions 
are derived that determine when the partial maps can in fact restrict o C. In this 
way various examples in semantics can be interpreted consistently from both 
approaches. The connection to Kleisli categories can be further amplified as every 
pccc arises as the Kleisli category for a pmc monad on C and further exactness 
conditions can be imposed that determine when C must be a ccc. When these 
exactness conditions are lacking a conservative extension result exists that embeds 
any pccc into the Kleisli category of a ccc. Various examples involving domains 
and cpos are examined. Finally, it is observed that a general categorical framework 
involving monads arises naturally in this context. Notions such as tensorial strength 
for example, which play an important role in describing monadic omputation, arise 
naturally as special cases in this framework as do means for relating different 
types of partial maps. We briefly interpret some of the above considerations from 
this viewpoint. 
The questions considered above have raised several new issues. While pmcs seem to 
play a special role even among strong monads, the ability of pmcs to restrict o other 
categories appears to be a special case of a more general process involving the 
structure of a monadic alculus. This issue is taken up in [11]. Also interesting were 
the variety of examples applicable to sheaf semantics that naturally arose in the 
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context of this work. Their role in describing partiality in semantics is taken up 
in [12]. 
2. Partial map classifiers and PCCCS 
We begin this section with a brief introduction to partial computation i a topos. 
While brief, enough details are provided to read what follows. The interested reader is 
encouraged to check [2] and [5] for a fuller treatment of toposes and [10] for a more 
complete treatment of partial map classifiers. We begin by recalling a basic definition. 
Definition 2.1. A topos $ is a cartesian closed category with finite limits and a truth 
value object f2 acting as a subobject classifier. 
In particular, the existence of a subobject classifier implies that for any Bs8  there is 
an injective object,/~, called the partial map classifier for B, along with a mono map 
B ~/~ which satisfies the following universal property: for any partial map (A, m) f B 
(i.e., a pair of maps 
A' f~B 
A 
where m is mono) there exists a unique extension A ~/~ making the diagram 
a pullback: 
J A' ,B 
A I ,~ 
Example 2.2. In the category Set,/~= B + 1 = B w { • } and for asA, f(a) =f(a)  if aeA', 
• otherwise. 
Example 2.3. When B is the terminal object,/~ is the truth value object. For example 
in S c°p, where C is the category ,~ . ,  /~ is a pair of sets and an action 
~: {f, b, t} --* { f, t}, where ~(f) =f, ~(b)=~(t)= t. 
The connection between partial map classifiers and computation was not exploited 
for some time, in part because there are generally many partial maps in a topos. What 
was required was the ability to restrict he domains of the partial maps while keeping 
in place the structure of a partial map classifier. For example, a partial recursive 
function requires a recursively enumerable domain while a partial continuous func- 
tion requires an open domain. This step was first taken in [8,9] where it was 
recognized that partial map classifiers could exist for different ruth value objects. 
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The new truth value objects would represent partial maps with different domains and 
as such could be viewed as refining at the same time both the notion of partial map 
and truth value object. In addition these truth values could be utilized to provide 
a refined internal logical interpretation to formulas. These ideas could then be 
exploited for example in an effective setting to provide a framework for the description 
of computable objects and partially computable maps of various types or in a domain- 
theoretic setting to describe partial continuous maps of domains. 
These new truth value objects which in [10] were renamed partial truth value 
objects or ptvos are subobjects of~2, f2p ~ g2, satisfying (i) true ~:~t-~p and (ii) f2p is closed 
under subobject composition (i.e. if A =--, B and B ~-~ C are both classified by f2p then 
so is the composite A ~ C). A different characterization f partial truth value object 
appears in [16] and is called a dominance. 
Theorem 2.4. For any partial truth value object £~p there exists a correspondin9 partial 
map classifier ( )p which is a strong monad on ~. 
Proof. See [9, 10]. [] 
What the last result says is that the correspondence b tween partial maps from A to 
B and total maps from A to /~ is preserved when the domains of the partial maps 
correspond to p-subobjects (which we denote by A'p ~ A), and/~ is replaced by Bp. 
We also denote a partial map from A to B by A ~ B or  Ap ~ B if we wish to emphasize 
the map corresponds to a map A --*/~p. 
It is not hard to find examples ofptvos and pmcs since any topologyj on a topos for 
example generates a unique ptvo (2~ (see Example 2.20). However, we wish to consider 
standard semantic ategories and these very often are not toposes. One can readily 
imagine how to generalize the notion of pmc to a more general setting and indeed 
a formal definition can be found below in Definition 2.8. It will be shown that the 
notion of pmc, even in a general categorical setting, remains closely connected to 
a nearby topos. 
We now consider the other major construction of this section. There are many 
sources of the notion of pccc. Below we provide the reader with sufficient details about 
pcccs to prove our results. The interested reader can consult [7, 13] for further details. 
Definition 2.5. A domain structure M on category C is a family of subobjects M(A) of 
each object A in C subject o 
(1) id A in M(A) 
(2) C --, B in M(B) and B ~ A in M(A) implies the composite C ~ A is in M(A). 
(3) For f :A  ~B in C and m in M(B) the pul lbackf*(m) exists and is in M(A). 
Given a domain structure M on category C, it is easy to see how to construct pC, 
the category of partial maps for M. Objects of pC are those of C and arrows are 
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pairs ( m, f ) 
ALr  
J,m 
X 
where mcM(X) .  Thus in particular different domains structures on C generate 
different categories pC. Condition 1 above provides an inclusion functor from C to pC 
interpreting total maps as partial maps while (2) and (3) make composition of partial 
maps possible. 
We begin our discussion by noting in the next result one way in which domain 
structures and partial truth value objects are closely connected. A similar result for 
dominions can be found in [16]. From now on we let £2 denote the category Scop. 
Theorem 2.6. Every domain structure M on C generates a unique partial truth value 
object f2M in (2. 
Proof. Let M be a domain structure on C. Let ~2M in 1~ be the subobject ot 
f2 consisting (at A) of those subobjects R of Horn(, A) generated by M(A); i.e. for some 
fixed m in M(A), f :  B ~ A is in R / f f f  factors through m. For all A, idA~M(A), so true 
~f2M. Closure of composition in M immediately implies the same for f2M. Finally, f2M 
is a subobject of f2 because Yoneda preserves limits and so closure under pullback 
follows. Thus OM is a well-defined partial truth value object. [] 
Corollary 2.7. Every domain structure M on C generates a unique partial map classifier 
(~)M in ~. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 any domain structure M generates a partial truth value object 
OM. By the discussion earlier this in turn generates a partial map classifier (~)M for 
partial maps in ~. [] 
We will shortly improve the last result but first we need a definition which 
generalizes the earlier notion of pmc in a topos to an arbitrary category C with 
domain M. 
Definition 2.8. Category C with domain structure M has a pmc H if H acts as a partial 
map classifier in the sense of Definition 2.3 for M-partial maps. In particular, for every 
B in C there must be a map ~ : B --* HB which is an element of M(HB)  and is universal 
in the appropriate sense. 
Convention. Unless specified otherwise we denote the domain structure associated to 
H by MH. 
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Lemma 2.9. I f  H is a pmc on cartesian category C, then H is a strong monad. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that for Theorem 2.4. [] 
Lemma 2.10. I f  H is a pmc on C, then pC is equivalent o Cn, the Kleisli category 
for H. 
Proof. We have HompC(A,B)~HomC(A,  HB)~-HomCH(A,B)  where the first 
isomorphism follows since H is a pmc and the second from the definition of Kleisli 
category. Thus maps A --~ B in pC correspond to maps A ~ B in Cn. In particular, the 
identity map A --'- A in pC generates a unique extension in C which is precisely the unit 
of H, tlA : A ~ HA, which in turn is the identity map in CH. Consider the composition 
f :  A ~ B and g:B-- ' -C in pC. The resulting partial map is nothing more than the 
unique partial map guaranteed by pulling back the composition #oHg o f  along 
t/c which in turn is precisely the composition of f and g in Cn. Thus identity and 
composition are preserved and we have an equivalence. [] 
As described earlier pmcs were first defined in a topos setting. Can more general 
pmcs be found when considering arbitrary cartesian categories. The answer is no. In 
fact, as we will see in later examples the structure of a topos affords the opportunity for 
richer pmc structure. In the next result we provide the precise connection when a pmc 
may be inherited from the topos setting. 
Definition 2.11. Consider categories C,D with monads H,K  domain structures 
Mn, MK respectively, and functor F 'C  ~ D. H is the restriction of K along F if 
FH~=KF and for any arrow m in Mn(A) ,  F(m) is in MK(FA). 
Theorem 2.12. Let C be a category with monad H, H is a partial map classifier for C iff 
H is the restriction of some pmc K in (2 along Y, the Yoneda embedding. 
Proof. Suppose H is the restriction of pmc K in (2 along Y. Given any Mn-partial map 
f :  A --~ B in C, Yf: YA --~ YB is an Mr-  partial map in (2 and thus, since K is a pmc, 
there exists a unique extension Yf: YA ~ KYB~-  YHB in (2 generating the appropri- 
ate pullback diagram. Thus by Yoneda there also exists a unique extension A ~ HB in 
C making a pullback diagram. 
Conversely suppose H is a pmc in C. Letting K=( - )u , ,  any Mr-partial map 
YA ~ YB in (2 generates both a unique pullback extension YA ~ ( Y'-B)M, in (2 and an 
Mn-partial map A ~ B in C by the definition of ~MH in Theorem 2.6. This produces 
a unique pullback extension A --* HB in C and thus by Yoneda in (2. Since pmcs are 
unique up to iso and representables generate in (2, we have YH ~(-)M, Y- The closure 
condition for domains trivially holds and we are done. [] 
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Example 2.13. By the previous theorem a pmc H in C is the restriction along Y of the 
pmc (~)~tH on (3. By Theorem 2.4, (-)M~ is a strong monad and thus so is H. This gives 
a short proof of Lemma 2.9. As we see domains and partial maps on categories always 
arise from partial truth value objects and the restriction of corresponding pmcs in 
a topos setting. To a large extent the same can be said of partial cartesian closed 
categories. 
Definition 2.14. (1) Given category C with domain structure M, C has partial func- 
tion spaces if for any B, C in C there is an object BC and a natural isomorphism 
(a : Hompc(-  x B, C) ~- Homc(- ,  ~C). 
(2) pC is a partial cartesian closed category, pccc, if C has 1, products and partial 
function spaces. 
We are now ready to show how pcccs arise naturally in the context of pmcs. The 
following result is stated without proof in [10]. 
Theorem 2.15. Let C be a ccc with pmc H then pC is a pccc. 
Proof. Since C is a ccc it already has finite products and terminal object 1. We only 
need show that it has partial function spaces relative to domain structure M. Since 
H is a pmc and C is a ccc, one has the natural isomorphisms HompC(A x B, C)~- 
HomC(A x B, HC)~-HomC(A, (HC)B) .  Thus (HC)  ~ plays the role of the partial 
exponential object and we are done. 
Note: The fact that the partial function space BC in (HC) B was to be expected since in 
the light of Theorem 2.12 it is nothing more than the interpretation ofpartial function 
space restricted from a topos setting; e.g. (in [8] a partial function space was defined in 
the form (Cp) B. 
Example 2.16. Let C be any one of the categories of Scott domains, CPO's, or 
bottomless CPO's, denoted by DOM, CPO, BCPO, respectively. As pointed out in 
[10], the usual lift monad is not a pmc for partial maps with arbitrary subobjects. The 
continuous refinement (~)scott generated by restricting to Scott-open truth values is 
well defined in S °°M°". It is the restriction of this pmc to C which is carelessly denoted 
by ( ).L and which classifies partial maps with Scott-open domains in C. The pccc 
equivalent to the Kleisli category BCPO~-j ..... corresponds by Theorem 2.15 to Plot- 
kin's work on partial map semantics [14]. 
Example 2.17. The re partial map classifier (~)re on REC, the recursive topos, restricts 
to enumerated sets and consequently to PER (where it is called 2;) and EDOM, the 
categories of partial equivalence r lations and effective domains, respectively. 2;(1) in 
PER corresponds to the equivalence r lation associated to the Halting Problem while 
in EDOM it can be thought of as effective Sierpinski space [4, 8]. 
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Example 2.18. Continuing with Example 2.16 (for the same C) we see immediately 
why categorical products cannot exist for pC. The pccc pC is equivalent to Cn which 
generally does not inherit products from C. In the usual interpretation of pC, partial 
maps f :  A--~ B, g'A--~ C generate a unique partial map ( f  g):A--~ B × C where the 
domain of (f, g) is the intersection of the domain of f and the domains of g. This 
partial map however does not in general satisfy nso( fg )=f  (or the equivalent 
equation for g). Using Theorem 2.11 we can indicate where the obstruction occurs. 
Partial maps f and g correspond to maps f :  A --,/~ and g" A ~ C in Kleisli and thus 
to a unique arrow ( f  g) : A ~ B × C in C. This last map does not represent a map in 
Cn so we must compose by the inherent strength q~a,n (see [10]). The composition 
tPo(f,g):A---,B'-~-'C now coincides with the partial map described above. This 
explains why the categorical behavior of products of partial maps is rather peculiar. 
Properties of pC are often needlessly reproved when the equivalence of Lemma 2.10 
is ignored as the following example of a well-known combinator illustrates. 
Corollary 2.19. For pC referring to pDOM or pCPO, there exists a f ixed point 
combinator p f ixD: ( (D~D)  ~ (D --~D)) ~ (D--~D). 
Proof. The usual proof involves the tedious task of checking that the usual fixed point 
construction for C works when dealing with partial maps and the special concerns 
of partial composition. Since C is a ccc and pC is just equivalent to CH, where H is 
(~)Scott or (~)l, pfixD corresponds to the map f ixo~(~) ..... :D-- ' ( /5)sco,)~ 
(D --* (/5)Sco,) --. (D -~ (/9)Scot 0 in C. Thus the fixed point combinator for pC is just 
a special case of that for C and once proven there, no further proof is necessary in the 
partial case. [] 
Example 2.20. In any topos E, a topology j generates a partial truth value object (2j 
consisting of the j-closed truth values. A corresponding pmc (~)j ensues. An interesting 
example is the double negation topology which can be used to describe a class of 
partial maps in any topos (see [8] for example). 
It is important to note however that partial truth value objects in a topos need not 
be generated by a topology. In [8] pmcs (~)p were constructed where p represented 
different levels in the arithmetic hierarchy and (~)p was not generated by a topology j. 
These same pmcs exist in enumerated sets and therefore PER as well (see also [12, 16]). 
Example 2.21. The case when p=Xo in the previous example is a special case of 
a general pmc that exists in any topos, namely H = ( ) + 1. In order to avoid confusion 
keep in mind that HX does not classify all partial maps into X but rather special ones, 
namely those for which both the domain and its complement are classified by H(1). In 
the case of REC, partial maps N --~ N have a recursive subset of N for a domain. In the 
case of Set, any partial map will do. Note of course that most categories C will not 
have H as a pmc, even when coproducts and pullbacks of coproducts exist. 
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Example 2.22. It is interesting to note that a pmc may exist in C but not be the 
restriction of the same pmc in I~. Taking the case of C = SET and the previous H, we 
have that while HX = X + 1 is a pmc it is not the restriction of the pmc H'X  = X + 1 in 
t2. However, by Theorem 2.9, it must be the restriction of some pmc and indeed the 
pmc (~)~ works. See [12] for details. 
3. Embedding PCCCS 
In the last section we placed the notion of pmc in a more general categorical setting, 
examined how they restrict from a topos setting and further noted how pcccs arise 
naturally as the Kleisli category of a ccc with pmc. In this section we look more closely 
at the connection between Kleisli categories and pcccs. For example, beginning with 
a pccc pC, must pC arise via a process of generating a Kleisli category for a ccc D with 
pmc H? Up to a conservative extension of answer is yes. We begin with a preliminary 
result. 
Theorem 3.1. I f  pC is a pccc then C has a partial map classifier. 
Proof. By utilizing the partial function space constructor for C we can define an 
endofunctor H for C, namely HB = XB. Actually this is a bit misleading since 1( ) is not 
an endofunctor of C but rather H is actually x ( ) o i where i is the inclusion of C into 
pC. More generally for each A in C there is an endofunctor of C which is denoted 
suggestively by H( )4 and is defined as A( ) o i. Since ~b in the definition of a partial 
function space is a natural isomorphism, H and H( )A are well-defined functors. In 
particular, when B= 1 the counit of the adjunction produces a partial map peval: 
1C--~ C in pC. The partial identity map C ~-C  thus has a unique extension C ~ xC 
which is just the required r/c map in M(~C). If f :  X -~ C is any partial map into C, by 
the universal property of the counit there exists a unique extension f :  X ~ 1C so that 
fo  peval= id in pC. It follows immediately that the pullback condition for a pmc in 
C holds. [] 
Corollary 3.2. Any pccc pC is equivalent o CH for  a strong pmc monad H on C. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1, and Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. [] 
Note. The last result does not claim that C is a ccc and indeed such a claim would be 
false as the next example, suggested by M. Fiore, indicates. 
Example 3.3. Let C be the category BDOM consisting of (possibly) bottomless 
domains and continuous maps. It is straightforward to check that the category pC 
with partial maps derived from Scott subobjects is a pccc. C however is not a ccc. 
Letting X be any countably infinite discrete set, X is in C but X x is not since X x does 
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not have a countable basis. Thus while C is not a ccc, pC is a pccc. The pmc monad 
generated is the usual one (see Example 2.16). 
While a pccc need not arise immediately as the Kleisli category ofa ccc, there is still 
a very close connection as the next result indicates. 
Theorem 3.4. If pC is a pccc then it can be .full), embedded inside DK for a ccc D where 
the embedding preserves all the pccc structure. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we have that C has a pmcH which, by Theorem 2.12, is the 
restriction of some pmc K in C along Y. Since pC is equivalent to CH for monad H, 
we are done if we can show that Yoneda extends to an embedding Y of Cn into I~K. 
We have Hom CH(A, B) ~- Horn C(A, HB) ~- Horn C( YA, YHB) ~ Horn ~( YA, K YB) 
Hom~.x(YA, YB) and the theorem is proved. [] 
In [10] a unified approach to partial data types using both the Kleisli and Eilen- 
berg-Moore categories was proposed. In particular, the known coreflection pC ~ C 
(where C refers to a semantic ategory such as DOM or CPO) was shown to be 
a special case of the existence of a comparison functor for Kleisli categories. The last 
theorem emphasizes that this process can be extended, i.e. we have a commutative 
diagram where the vertical arrows form adjoint pairs. 
CH Y ~ C(-) .... 
Ti~LH T i ~,(--),"v/H 
C r ~ 
Note that we could have simplified the last proof by utilizing the following general 
lemma which has independent interest. 
Theorem 3.5. Let H, K be monads on categories C and D, respectively. I f v : C ~ D is 
an embedding of categories and vH ~ Kv then v extends to an embedding Cn ~ DK. 
Proof. See [113. [] 
We now consider whether it is possible to sharpen the result of Theorem 3.4 and 
classify when a pccc pC is in fact the Kleisli category of a ccc C. A result in [15] states 
that it is sufficient hat C have equalizers. This seems too restrictive a requirement and 
one that is in fact not satisfied by most semantic ategories of interest including those 
mentioned above. Instead we examine an intrinsic feature of pmcs to generate 
a sufficient condition. 
Definition 3.6. A monad H on C is cartesian if for every object Y in C, r/y is the 
pullback of t/nr along Ht/r. 
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Lemma 3.7. Every pmc H in C is a strong cartesian monad. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. Every I/is in the domain structure 
associated to H, including tiny. Consequently, the pullback of ~/Hy along Hqy exists in 
C and by the universal property of pmcs must be Y. [] 
Theorem 3.8. Let pC be a pccc. I f  C has equalizers of  coreflexive pairs then C is a ccc. 
Proof. Since pC is a pccc, it has a pmc H which by Lemma 3.7 is cartesian. 
By Theorem 3.1 and definition of a pcc we have HomC(AxU,  HB)  ~ - 
HompC(A x U ,B)~-HomC(U,  AB)~HomC(U,  HBA), where HB a is a convenient 
and suggestive notation for AB (see Theorems 2.15 and 3.1). In particular, although we 
cannot assume that the functor ( )A exists in C for arbitrary A, by the above comments 
one can show that the arrows (t/ns) A and (H~7~) A must exist in C. We now argue in C. 
Since B is the equalizer of the coreflexive pair r//4B and HOB, and since ( )A is a right 
adjoint, B A is the equalizer of the coreflexive pair (t/Hn) a and (HtlB) A . By Yoneda B a is 
the equalizer in C as well. 
Note. One could avoid appealing to I~ in the previous proof. This however would 
require introducing unnecessary detail and would ignore a basic premise of this paper, 
namely that the notion of a pmc, which originated in and remains closely tied to 
a topos setting, can be usefully applied to both motivate and prove basic results about 
pcccs. Theorem 3.8 does not provide a characterization since we do not have an iff 
statement. For example the usual semantic ategories such as DOM and CPO do not 
generally have equalizers even for coreflexive pairs. As the proof indicates however, we 
could strengthen the last result by only requiring the existence of equalizers for pairs 
(rlnB) A and (HtIB) A in C. We then have the following result. 
Corollary 3.9. Let pC be a pccc with pmc H. C is a ccc iff C has equalizers of  pairs 
(~lnB) A and (Ht]B) A. 
Example 3.10. Example 3.3 where C is BDOM can now be viewed in a different light. 
For X any countably infinite discrete set, the equalizer of (r/Hx) x and (H~Tx) x does not 
exist, thus BDOM cannot be a ccc. 
4. Categorical generalizations 
In this section we show how some of the previous results can be viewed in a more 
general categorical framework employing a monadic alculus. For example character- 
izing pmcs on cartesian categories C turns out to be a special case of a general 
transformational process that allows functorial processes on base categories to be 
lifted to their corresponding categories of partial maps. We briefly sketch the 
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approach and provide several examples. A more detailed account including different 
applications of this approach can be found in [11]. 
We begin by considering monads (H, t/,/~) and (K, l, v) on categories C and D, 
respectively. Let S be a functor S : C ~ D. 
Definition 4.1. The functor S: CH ~ DK is a lifting of S if S~ in = i/~ o S. The following 
lemma, which specifies when a functor has a lifting, play an important role in what 
follows. Similar results in the algebra case can be found in [1,6]. 
Lemma 4.2. For C, D, H, K, S as above, functors S: Cn ~ DK which are liftings are in 
1-1 correspondence with natural transformations of  the form )~ :SH -* KS  that satisfy 
the following: 
(1) 2°St l=ts  
(2) Vs ° K2 o ).u = 2 o S#. 
Proof. See [11] for details. For future considerations we remark that for map 
f :  A ~ B in Cn (i.e. map A ~ HB in C), Sf is 2B ° Sf: SA~KSB.  Some diagram chasing 
ensures that Sis well defined and provides the desired commutative diagram. [] 
Example 4.3. Let category C be cartesian with monad H and endomap S = x B for 
B an object in C. The functor S has a lifting iff there exists a natural transformation 
2A,~: HA x B ~ H(A  x B) satisfying 
(1) 2a,B°qA × B=t lA× B 
(2) t~n ×n ° H-'~A,B ~ "~H,A ,B=2A,B  o ['~A X B. 
These are precisely the equations corresponding totensorial strength. Further one can 
easily make 2A,n natural in both variables by working with H × H. Thus tensorial 
strength is a special case of the existence of the natural transformation 2. 
Corollary 4.4. Tensorial strength exists for the monad H on cartesian category C iff 
ordinary products in C lift to the Kleisli category. 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.2 and Example 4.3. [] 
The following result emphasizes the role of tensorial strength in the definition of 
partial products. 
Corollary 4.5. / f  pC is a pccc then ordinary products in C lift to products in pC. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.3 pC is equivalent o C H for pmc monad H with tensorial 
strength. The result follows by Corollary 4.4. 
We now consider Lemma 4.2 more carefully. When H and K are not simply monads 
but pmcs, and a lifting of functor S exists, then by Lemma 2.10 Sis a functor between 
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categories of partial maps. Even when categories C and D agree it is important o 
recognize that the pmcs H and K generally differ. Thus S acting on an H-partial map 
must not only perform the action of functor S but must also translate the result into 
a K-partial map. The mediating process for this is of course 2 and it is precisely 
a special, yet important, case of this phenomena that we considered earlier when 
characterizing the existence of pmcs in C. The next example xpands upon this point. 
Example 4.6. The existence of a pccc, pC, provides an instance of a lifting. By 
Theorem 2.12 we have that C has a pmc H which is the restriction of som pmc K in 
along Y, i.e. YH _~ K Y. This is a special instance of the 2 of Theorem 4.2, namely 2 an 
±so and thus by Theorem 4.2 there exists a lifting, 17: CH ~ (2i~ which by Theorem 3.5 is 
an embedding. Thus Theorem 3.4 is a particular instance of Theorem 4.2. 
Conversely suppose an extension 17: CH ~ (~K exists where H and K are pmcs. By 
Theorem 4.2 there exists a 2 : YH ~ K Y which is a natural transformation satisfying 
several equations. 2 however need not be an isomorphism (see the next example) so 
H is generally not the restriction of K along Y. By Lemma 2.10 we can think of 17 as 
transforming H-partial maps into K-partial maps. The first equation guarantees that 
domains transform properly (see the domain condition in the definition of pmc 
restriction), i.e. that for any arrow m in Mn(A) ,  Y(m) is in M~(YA).  The second 
condition guarantees that the transformation works properly with partial map com- 
position, i.e. composing H-partial maps then transforming to K-partial maps is the 
same as first transforming the individual H-partial maps then performing K-partial 
map composition. Of course one is not restricted to Yoneda, as a similar analysis is 
available when lifting say left exact functors. Thus a more general notion than that of 
monad restriction found in Definition 2.11 can be usefully formulated and employed. 
Example 4.7. As stated earlier, the partial map structure of the topos (2 is generally 
richer than that of C. This fact is intimately connected to the existence of liftings. If 
C is the category DOM, then as we saw earlier in Example 2.16, (~)Scott in ~ restricts to 
the pmc ( )± in C. Thus there exists a lifting of the Yoneda embedding Y to the 
corresponding categories of partial maps. There also exists however a different lifting 
of Y, 17: pC ~ p(2, which is no longer an embedding and where the codomain category 
is the category of arbitrary partial maps in ~. Here H is still ( )x but K is now (~), the 
default pmc in C. A natural transformation 2 : YH ~ K Y exists but unlike Theorem 
2.12 it is no longer an isomorphism but simply a mono. In particular, there can be no 
pmc in C which is the restriction of K along Y. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper the notions of pmc and pccc are shown to be intimately connected. 
Partial cartesian closed categories both require and arise from the presence of pmcs. 
While the notion of pmc itself initially arose in a topos setting, and was further 
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generalized there, it can easily be defined in more arbitrary categorical settings. What 
remains clear however is that the close ties to a nearby topos structure cannot be 
broken. In particular, every pmc on C must be restriction along Yoneda of a pmc 
monad in the presheaf topos C. What is more, a richer structure of pmcs does not 
emerge in the arbitrary categorical setting, rather just the opposite is true. Not 
surprisingly then, constructions and results for pcccs can often be profitably inter- 
preted and proven in a topos setting where they coincide with previously known 
results. 
The coincidence of pcccs with Kleisli categories, along with the added structure of 
a topos setting, provides a conceptually clear way of describing various semantic 
results dealing with partial data types and partial maps. If C is a ccc with pmc monad, 
then pC is a pccc. When pC is a pccc, then pC is nothing more than the Kleisli category 
for the generic pmc monad associated to C. While it is often the case in semantic 
examples that C is a ccc, it need not be so in general. A partial converse shows 
however that any pccc is conservatively embedded inside the Kleisli category of a ccc 
with pmc. While some specific exactness conditions can be given for determining when 
C is a ccc, more natural and useful categorical characterizations are still lacking. Since 
pcccs have been vigorously applied in modelling computational calculi is semantics 
this remains an important open concern. 
In the process of investigating these questions it became apparent hat a general 
categorical framework for describing monadic interaction exists. While this approach 
has been briefly utilized in this paper, a full description of the ideas appears elsewhere 
in E11 ]. These results have also suggested a categorical methodology for functorially 
relating different kinds of partial maps. Another intriguing byproduct of this work has 
been realization of the underlying role of sheaves in describing partial semantics. 
While not explicitly apparent in the paper, these structures appear to play a key role in 
describing different approaches to partiality. There is also a close connection to the 
notion of implicit order relations. Some of these ideas will appear in [-12]. 
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